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Design methods and predictive tools for deep excavations 
and bored tunnels

L. Callisto
University of Rome ‘La Sapienza’, Rome, Italy

ABSTRACT: Papers in the present session deal with the design of geotechnical systems. Among the 
Authors’ struggles to perform reliable predictions of real structures, it is instructive to discern two distinct 
strategies: (a) gaining on previous experience, and (b) decoupling. This general report on TS5 briefly 
illustrates the implementation of these strategies, making specific reference to some of the papers included 
this session.

obtained within the same project. After a proc-
ess of successive elimination, the Authors singled 
out the factors that influence more its predictive 
abilities (Figure 1.b). These factors turned out to 
be five TMB operational parameters, and the soil 
profile, intended here as a mere sequence of differ-
ent layers, that is, a sort of geological profile.

Fillibeck & Vogt (2011) develop a number of 
site-specific correlations between the observed 
volume loss and the tunnelling methods used in 
Munich. Figure 2 shows one these correlations for 

1 OVERVIEW

A total of twenty papers belong to this session, 
with topics about equally distributed between open 
excavations and tunnelling. The Authors’ affilia-
tion is predominantly academic (50%), but with a 
fair share of people coming from industry (35%), 
and with some co-operation between industry and 
academia (15%).

The present session focuses on design methods, 
that is, most of the papers deal with real geotechni-
cal structures. Hence, on the one hand the papers 
present only a limited number of advanced, sophis-
ticated calculations; and on the other hand the 
Authors devote specific efforts in order to get relia-
ble predictions on the behaviour of the structures.

This general report goes concisely through some 
of the papers, emphasising the basic strategies that 
the Authors employed in their struggle to get reli-
able predictions. In this sense, it is instructive to see 
that most of the papers basically implement either 
of the two following strategies:

− adapt previous experience to the present situa-
tion (gaining from previous experience);

− break up complicated problems into a number 
of simpler problems (decoupling).

2 GAINING FROM PREVIOUS 
EXPERIENCE

Boubu et al. (2011) present calculations of the set-
tlements produced by the excavation of a subway 
tunnel in Tolouse (Figure 1.a), using a neural net-
work scheme. The network was trained on 60% of 
the measurements, while the remaining 40% was 
used for validation. It is apparent that this pre-
dicttion method relies heavily on the experience 

Figure 1. Data used by Boubu et al. (2011) for training 
and validation of the neural network (a); and vertical set-
tlements obtained considering different soil profiles (b).
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shotcrete-supported headings. The correlations 
hinge on technological details and on the geologic 
origin of the soils encountered, and seem to leave 
the soil mechanics completely out of the picture.

Hwang & Moh (2011) use wall deflection paths 
to represent the observed behaviour of deep excava-
tions in Taipei. Wall deflection paths represent the 
lateral walls displacements as a function of the exca-
vated depts., in a log-log scale (Figure 3). Also in this 
case, the soil properties influence the curves only 
through the local geologic profile; hence, it appears 
that past experience may help only for excavations 
carried out in a similar geological context. On the 
other hand, the construction sequence is not taken 
into account (and one has to argue that the excava-
tions in Taiped have all followed the same construc-
tion scheme) while a surprisingly large emphasis is 
given to the bending stiffness of the wall, as data are 
grouped according to the wall thickness (Figure 4). 
But bending stiffness may have a dominant role only 
in the cases of wall toes embedded in a very stiff  
layer. In any other case, horizontal displacements 
will have a rigid-body component that is essentially 
independent on the thickness of the wall.

Festa et al. (2011) develop a kinematic analysis 
of the progressive position of a TBM shield used 
for excavating a specific tunnel. This analysis is 

Figure 2. Site-specific correlation fond by Fillibeck & 
Vogt (2011) between volume loss and (i) excavation 
technology; (ii) gelology.

Figure 3. Definition of wall deflection path (a), and 
geological section at Taipei (b) (after Hwang & Moh 
2011).

Figure 4. Wall deflection paths for deep excavation in 
Taipei, grouped according to the thickness of the retain-
ing wall (after Hwang & Moh 2011).

used to evaluate the amount of the soil displaced 
inward by the shield, and the geometrical distri-
bution of the gap that forms between the shield 
and the excavated sol, and that has to be grouted 
(Figure 5). According to the Authors, this infor-
mation is to be included in a prospective detailed 
numerical analysis of the excavation process.

Svoboda & Mašín (2011) use the displacements 
induced by an exploratory tunnel (which is in fact 
the top heading of a larger tunnel) to optimize 
the input data of a numerical calculation of the 
larger tunnel. The numerical analyses employ a 
hypoplastic soil model, that is calibrated on the 
results of laboratory tests carried out on undis-
turbed samples. Then, based on the displacements 
measured during the construction of the explora-
tory tunnel (Figure 6), an optimization procedure 
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soil constitutive model which in turn is used for 
 predictions; it shows effectively that  empiricism 
does not implies necessarily to neglect the 
fundamental mechanics of the problem.

3 DECOUPLING

Two papers in the present session address the prob-
lem of evaluating the effects induced by tunnelling 
of pre-existing foundation piles.

In the Amsterdam TC28 conference, Surjadinata 
et al. (2006) developed a decoupled procedure 
in which the tunnel-induced displacements are 
evaluated in the free-field first, via a fully elastic 
three-dimensional FEM analysis, and then these 
free-field displacements are fed into a BEM pro-
gram that studies the soil-structure interaction. 
Now, the same group of Authors (Surjadinata 
et al. 2011) use the same method to develop design 
charts, presented in a non-dimensional form (e.g. 
Figure 8), that allow the evaluation of the pile dis-
placement and internal forces, starting from the 
volume loss, the problem geometry, and the soil-
pile reative stiffness.

A very similar decoupled approach is presented 
by Basile (2011): free-field displacements, computed 
with any available method, can be inserted into a 

Figure 5. Kinematic analysis of a TBM shield (after 
Festa et al. 2011).

Figure 6. Simulation of the excavation of the explora-
tory tunnel (after Svoboda & Mašín 2011).

is carried out searching for the optimum values of 
the earth  coefficient at rest K0 and of the soil stiff-
ness parameter r, that provide the best fit between 
the measurements and the calculation (that for 
the present purpose are carried out in plane strain 
 conditions). The optimized quantities are then used 
for a three-dimensional simulation of the excava-
tion of the entire tunnel (Figure 7). The vertical 
displacements computed at the ground surface 
match quite closely the measurements, while the 
agreement is less satisfactory for the displacements 
at deeper locations.

The present work uses the experience gained in 
the first part of the project to calibrate a sound 

Figure 7. Three-dimensional analysis of the entire tun-
nel (after Svoboda & Mašín 2011).
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BEM calculation to study the soil-pile interaction. 
The specific procedure presented by the Author 
includes local non-linearity at the  soil-pile contact 
and can deal with pile groups connected by a rigid 
or flexible cap.

Interestingly, the two papers use, among others, 
the same case study to test the models, namely the 
construction of the escalator tunnel for the Angel 
tube station in London. Figure 9 shows the good 
comparison between the measured pile deflec-
tion and the predictions obtained with the two 
methods.

A two-step decoupled approach is also used by 
Gaspari et al. (2011) in a very different  problem, 
dealing with the evaluation of the internal forces 
induced in the lining of a vertical shaft by an 
earthquake. The maximum shear strain γmax induced 
by the earthquake in the free-field is  evaluated first, 
using the maximum particle velocity  prescribed by 
the Eurocode 8 design spectra. Then, this  maximum 
shear strain is converted into displacements that 
in turn are applied statically to the boundaries of 
a plane-strain finite-element mesh, to study the 
soil-structure interaction and evaluate the internal 
forces in the lining (Figure 10).

Motoi (2011) uses a decoupled approach to 
evaluate the ground movements induced by an 
excavation. In a first step, the horizontal displace-
ments of the retaining wall are computed using the 
subgrade reaction methods. As reported by Motoi 
(2011), Kono & Shigheno (2011), and Sakamoto e 
Katsura (2011) in their respective papers in this ses-
sion, general wisdom in Japan seems to indicate a 
strong reliability of the subgrade reaction method 
in evaluating the behaviour of a deep excavation. 
However, in other parts of the world this view 
is not shared at all, mostly due to the difficulties 
in the selection of the subgrade coefficients. The 
papers above mentioned provide sparse and con-
trasting information to that effect.

In Motoi (2011), once the horizontal wall dis-
placements are calculated, they are imposed to 
the lateral boundary of a finite element mesh, in 
order to compute the vertical displacements below 

Figure 8. Design chart for the evaluation of the longi-
tudinal bending moment in a foundation pile, induced by 
tunnelling (after Surjadinata et al. 2011).

Figure 9. Comparison of the lateral deflection of a 
foundation pile computed by different authors for the 
case study of the Angel escalator tunnel (after Basile 
2011).

Figure 10. Free-field maximum shear strain applied to 
the mesh boundaries, and ensuing bending moments in 
the shaft lining (after Gaspari et al. 2011).

Figure 11. Numerical analysis presented by Motoi 
(2011), in which the horizontal displacements of the 
retaining wall computed with a subgrade reaction anal-
ysis are imposed to the right-hand side of the mesh 
boundary.
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Figure 12. Comparison between computed and meas-
urement displacement (after Motoi 2011).

a pre-existing structure and the horizontal dis-
placements in the ground at a distance from the 
excavation (Figure 11). The agreement between the 
computed and measured displacements is good 
(Figure 12), although the paper fails to clarify 
whether this is an actual prediction or rather a 
back-analysis.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Most of  the papers presented to this session rely 
on previous experience, that is to empiricism, in 
order to predict with some confidence the behav-
iour of the structures. This is not surprising, as 
geotechnical engineering is strongly rooted with 
experimental observation and field measurements. 
However, in several papers to this session empiri-
cism was used in a manner that is somewhat dis-
appointing, as it tends to bypass soil mechanics: 
decisions are made by considering geology alone 
(meaning here a mere qualitative description of 
the nature of soil) and by choosing an appropriate 
technology. Unfortunately, this practice implies 
a loss of  generality and, more importantly, does 
not lead to any insight into the behaviour of the 
structures.

In general, any comparison between predic-
tions and observation is an iterative task, imply-
ing successive modifications and refinements to 
the predictive analyses. Moreover, a large part 
of  the prediction methods that were employed 
in the present papers imply some decoupling; 
and, in principle, decoupling implies iteration. 
Although iterations are seldom performed in the 
actual use of  decoupled calculations, it would 
be good practice to indicate how the accuracy 
of  a decoupled calculation would be improved 
by successive iterations: this would improve the 
analyst’s control of  the whole computation proc-
ess and help to get a better grasp on the analysis 
procedures.
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